
Hebrews – 11 

 

1. After a stirring chapter where the writer of Hebrews challenges us not to throw 

away our faith and to not give up meeting together because of what Christ has 

done for us, he goes on to give us real life examples of people with persevering 

faith. Who are some modern day examples of people you admire, who stay close 

to God even when life is stormy? _______________________________________ 

2. What is the definition of faith according to verse one and how do believers in God 

show faith according to verse three? ____________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

3. V. 4, what did Abel do to show that he lived by faith? _______________________ 

4. V.5-6 and Genesis 5:23-24. How is Enoch an example of faith in God? __________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

5. V. 7, how did Noah demonstrate his faith in God? __________________________ 

6. V.8-12, describe how Abraham demonstrated faith in God. __________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

7. V.13-17, what is especially remarkable about the examples of faith that have been 

mentioned so far? ___________________________________________________ 

8. How did Abraham show great faith in God according to v.17–20? _____________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

9. V.20-23, blessing people doesn’t normally seem like an example of extraordinary 

faith, but how was Isaac blessing Jakob an example of extraordinary faith and how 

was Jacob giving the blessings that he gave examples of great faith? You may have 

to go back to the book of Genesis. ______________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

10. V.23, how are Moses’ parents examples of great faith? ______________________ 

11. V.24-29, explain how Moses showed great faith and devotion to the Lord. 

___________________________________________________________________ 

12. V.30-40, how did some of the people mentioned in this paragraph show faith in 

the Lord? __________________________________________________________ 

What holiday on the church calendar do we normally take the time to celebrate 

the great saints who went before us? ____________________________________ 



13. According to the last verse of the chapter, what were the faithful people of Old 

Testament times anticipating for the future? ______________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

True/False 

1. Faith is believing something even though you don’t have any evidence.  

2. Faith means being certain and sure of what we hope for in God and Christ. 

3. Abel, Enoch, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob were examples of faith in the book of 

Genesis. 

4. Moses had faith in God because he knew there was going to be a 

McDonald’s in the wilderness.  

5. David had faith in God because he learned how to fight from watching old 

Three Stooges episodes.  

T/F 

T/F 

T/F 

 

T/F 

 

T/F  

 

 


